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Introducing Ted Baker's Eden Collection. Featuring exclusive designs inspired by tropical settings, our latest selection of premium wallcoverings awakens the imagination to adventure and faraway travel. Hand-selected and crafted in-house, Ted Baker’s latest offering delves deep into the archives; reimagining prints of the past for any stylish, modern setting. 





TREETOPS
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Hand-crafted by Ted Baker’s in-house design team, the dense canopy and playful silhouettes of our Treetops print evoke a sense of tropical mystery and intrigue. With a graphic, crosshatch style, the beautiful intricacy of this design is almost photographic in its level of detail. The muted sophistication of the two-colour print elevates the playful palm into something all the more sophisticated.  
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LEAFIT
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Showcasing a sublime composition of banana and palm leaves, this wonderful wallcovering takes you to the tropics and back in sophisticated style. On a refined, yet bold backdrop, tiny dots of varying density deliver organic forms in remarkable detail. Celebrating natural, adventure-ready foliage and offset with mysterious, deep hues, this is one adventure your home setting won’t want to miss out on. 
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CARMEL
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Inspired by adventure on the road less travelled, the luxe Carmel design is on hand to broaden the horizons of even the most seasoned traveller. Depicting high-contrast silhouettes of bamboo at dusk, this evocative and sophisticated print symbolises beauty and strength on one luxurious, tonal print. Finished to the highest quality, Carmel will bring a sense of wonder to any home setting. 
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JAGU
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Bringing you face to face with one of the jungle’s most impressive and elusive predators, this is a close encounter with sophistication of wild proportions. Hand-drawn by Ted Baker’s in-house team, the luxe Jagu design adopts the traditional Lino print aesthetic for a playful home statement. Distinctive in both form, quality and colour, tropical palm trees add to an impressive composition.
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MACAW
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A common theme in Ted Baker designs over the years, the elegant macaw makes a fluttering return to form for our latest wallcovering collection. Conjuring the playful optimism at the heart of Ted Baker, they’re unusual in the most playful way imaginable. Created in-house by the talented print team, this design combines hand drawn and etched elements with foliage, florals and muted tones, for a statement fit for any home setting.
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CHESNUT
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Setting the tone with clean, straight lines, this geometric print is inspired by cubed trellis structures; offering simple sophistication with luxe, contrasting tones. Oozing class and refinement, the Chesnut print has been digitally crafted by Ted Baker’s print team for a subdued yet statement-ready offering for formal and not-so-formal settings alike. Perfect for a feature wall or grand entrance. 
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PINER
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Inspired by the still-life study of a Calathea Orbifolia, the Piner print is a nod to the tropical foliage of distant climes. Created in-house and unique to Ted Baker, this simple, yet exquisitely detailed print is brought to life with broad brush strokes, loose and expressive forms as well as contrasting colours and tones. With a fresh take on an archive classic, Piner has been modernised using a sophisticated, freeform design. 
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COMPALA
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Boasting flora and fauna with a tropical twist, the Compala is certain to tickle your flight of fancy. Showcasing the marvellous and unexpected character of winged wonders, tropical birds add a touch of panache to your room of choice. A celebration of colour and flamboyant design, the vertical lines are a nod to more traditional wallpapers; brought to life with a modern take on jungle paradise. 
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